
ANNUAL REPORT OF COCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR 

OF 2019-2020 

 

 There are verity of programs conducted as Cocurricular activities of 

Department of  Education, Aligarh Muslim University Malappuram. Every day 

class was started with Morning Class Assembly for developing good qualities 

among students. For the smooth functioning of  cocurricular activity created 

four clubs. They are Social Science club, Science Club, Language Club under 

Dr and Nature Club  under. Under each club programs were conducted both 

inside campus and outside campus.  Details of each activity are follows. 

CLASS ASSEMBLY 

 Every day class started with class assembly. Class Assembly consists of 

Prayer, Pledge, Thought of the day, Word of the day, Speech, Book review. It is 

helpful to develop values and positive attitude of the students towards life.  All 

students were participated on rotation basis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 



A. Social Science Club Activity 

VISIT TO ORPHANAGE –GOKULAM  BALASADANAM CHARITABLE 

TRUST ADIVARAM ,KUNNAPALLI  

                       

 

ABOUT THE ORGANISATION  

Gokulam Balasadanam was established in the year of 1999 by broad minded and charitable 

people of Malappuram district of  Kerala with the purpose of supporting children from the 

poor and neglected section of our society .Gokulam provides support for adopted children 

by providing them free food ,housing ,dresses,health and education .Gokulam adopts 

children from the weak and suffering families amongst us.A healthy environment based on 

culture and tradition for the destitute is promoted by Gokulam.Presently we have a strength 

of 33 inmates .All boys between the age of 6 years to 18 years as prescribed by the relevant 

authorities. 

They attend local schools for their formal education .In addition to education the activities 

here cover farming of vegetables ,bananas,tapioca and green grass for the cows.Rearing of 

cows are entrusted to the boys so that each boy could help in milking of cows providing 

them good health and neat cowshed is maintained by them. 

SOURCES 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT  

Fund is collected from general public ,by organising feast ,happening everyday fixed rate for 

feast Rs 3500,outside food is avoided 

SCHOLARSHIPS 



The manager who is currently running the organisation has mentioned in the interview that 

scholarship provided to the students is not in cash form but instead bank account is created 

for the children . 

And he even mentioned that some students who were part of the orphanage are currently 

studying civil engineering ,electrical engineering  

LAND ,AGRICULTURE,FARM- organisation is set up at 3 and a half acres,organic farm is 

concentrated .Childrens are engaged in farming .  

VISIT OF B.ED STUDENTS FROM AMUMC 

Bus departed from campus at 9:06 am .During travelling instruction was provided from the 

programme committee members Priyanka varshney and Shahana nisreen p. 

After reaching gokulam manager welcomed us with heartly speech .We were seated in one 

hall and started different types of activities like singing by Ahzam Hussain, Fareen Shama 

and Afiya Tarique .Different groups were formed to play dumbcharades by shahana and naja 

. After that Haris sir also introduced group dynamics. Children enjoyed and we felt they are 

very attached to each other and live like a family. 

 

A trip to be remembered with colleagues and mentors  

 



      we distributed the books as a token of Love. 

The list of books along with their quantity are as follows: 

Small story books (malyalam)(15) 

Motivational books (10) 

Malyalam stories books (20) 

Science books (6) 

Maths books (8) 

Encyclopedia (1) 

Dictionary (4) 

English stories (5) 

Hindi books (15) 

Gk books (10) 

NCERT books and guides (20) 

Globe (1) 

Political and world map charts (2) 

Atlas (1) 

Learning charts( 2) 

A total of 120 items along including books were distributed to the children over there. Then 

we had group photos with them and they were very excited to get their photos clicked and 

they poses like  professionals. 

After that we left for campus at 12:30 PM ,and then we had refreshments. Then we had 

time for feedback. 



FEEDBACK 

Our colleagues gave some feedbacks for some of them it was a dream come true to visit 

orphanage and some were emotionally attached with this trip ,few of them have developed 

within themselves to help these type of helpless children. 

B. Science Club Activity 

FREE EYE CHECK UP CAMP 

 Under Science Club of B.Ed. department a free eye check up camp was 

conducted. 220 people were got check including students and teachers of the 

campus.  The program was conducted with collaboration with Alsalama Eye 

Hospital.  Total 16 professional were supported in the program including one 

doctor and 15 interns.  Found 100 clients has minor problemand 60 has major 

problem and 40 have no problem.  The program was from 9 am to 2 pm at old 

moot court with 8 setup (Checking place) , slips for checking distributed for out 

side the room by volunteer students.  few students went to hospital for detail 

evaluation after initial diagnosis.  It was a beneficial program for the Aligarh 

Muslim University Malappuram centre community. 

C. Language Club Activity 

WORLD POETRY DAY CELEBRATION 

BAZM-E-ALFAAZ  

21st March, 2019 

Thursday 

Poetry reaffirms our common humanity by revealing to us that individuals, 

everywhere in the world, share the same questions and feelings. Poetry is the mainstay of oral 

tradition and, over centuries, can communicate the innermost values of diverse cultures. In 

celebrating World Poetry Day, March 21, Department of Education, Aligarh Muslim 

University centre Malappuram recognizes the unique ability of poetry to capture the creative 

spirit of the human mind. One of the main objectives of the Day is to support linguistic 

diversity through poetic expression and to offer endangered languages the opportunity to be 

heard.  

The observance of World Poetry Day is also meant to encourage a return to the oral tradition 

of poetry recitals, to promote the teaching of poetry, to restore a dialogue between poetry and 

the other arts such as theatre, dance, music and painting, and to support small publishers and 

create an attractive image of poetry in the media, so that the art of poetry will no longer be 



considered an outdated form of art, but one which enables society as a whole to regain and 

assert its identity. 

 

On the occasion of World Poetry day, Poetry competition was held in the Department of 

Education, with a collaboration by BEd 1st year and 2nd year students. The members of the 

language club organised this programme. The programme was conducted in the leadership of 

Mr. Tauheed Alam who was the language club incharge. The programme schedule was 

decided prior to the competition in a couple of meetings held in the department. As it was a 

competition, a panel of four judges was made by the will of club members to select the 

winners. They were Mr. Tauheed Alam, Mr. Moinur Rahman, Belal Ahmad and Sana Saeed. 

List of the competitors was made a day before the competition.  

The programme began at 10am by reciting the holy verses of Quran by Mr. Islam Chaudhary. 

The anchors of the programme were Ms. Zeba Rukhsar, Mr. Ahzam Hussain and Naja K. The 

audience included all the BEd students and teachers. The students were called one by one to 

recite the poetry. They were given chance to recite their self composed poetry as well. The 

poetries were recited in the following languages: English, Hindi, Urdu, Malayalam, Arabic, 

Bhojpuri and Manipuri. Meanwhile, the students and teachers were provided with 

refreshments in the break. The judges gave scores to each participant on the basis of 

Confidence, way of expression, language and overall performance. The programme 

concluded by 2pm the same day. The programme was successfull and concluded smoothly. 

At the end of the programme, teachers were invited to recite the poetry. Mr. Mohammad 

Hasan sir and Mr. Harris C sir concluded the ceremony by congratulating everyone for the 

success of the programme.The winners of the Poetry competition were announced later in the 

department. The winners of the competition were Farheen Shama(BEd 2nd year) for Urdu 

poetry, Mizna Ali(BEd 1st year) for Urdu poetry and Afsal VK(BEd 1st year) for Arabic 

poetry. A Consolation prize was given to Nida for her Self Composed poetry. 

Organised by Language club members:  

BEd 2nd year 

Tauheed Alam 

Moinur Rahman 

Zeba Rukhsar 

Farha Khursheed 

Shadab Jalal 

BEd 1st year 

Sana Saeed 



Ahzam Hussain 

Belal Ahmad 

Nida 

Afiya Tariq 

Naja K 

Vishnu Das M 

Kripa AS 

Shahana Nisrin P 

Anver Shakkir MS 

Sajitha A 

Vipin T 

D. Nature Club Activity 

FIELD TRIP WITH IN THE CAPUS 

Nature is a man’s teacher.  She unfolds her treasures to his  search, unseals his eyes, 

illumes mind, and purifies his heart.  The relation between human beings and nature is 

unbreakable and is ever lasting.   With an aim to maintain the firm bond between the human 

and the nature,  and make it much more strong, the Nature Club of department of education 

has organized a campusvisit in AMUMC campus which stretches almost to 346 acres.  The 

campus is found with flauras and faunas of wide varieties and thus prompted the club 

members to organize such a visit 

 The campus visit was organized on16
th

 februery 2019   at 8 am.  All the Ist year and 2 

year students of B.Ed  are included  in Nature club.  The visit was organized by various 

student committees.  The student representatives were Nagma Nisar and Shahana Nisrin P.  

Under them various committees such a food committee ( under the leadership of Aquib 

Shah), Refreshment committee ( Under Afsal VK), Entertainment Committee ( Vishnu Das), 

First Aid committee were created.  Together everyone made the visit an interesting one. 



 The journey started from the department of Education and moved towards lush 

greenery near the staff quarters.  All the students were assembled and faculties also joined 

with students. Students were literally  exploring the campus with the guidance of the teachers.

  

 In between refreshment committee arranged fruits and water for students and teachers.  

The program was very much entertaining and students enjoyed very well.  Students and 

teachers  returned at 12.30 after that meals were arranged by food committee. 

Conclusion 

During 2018-19 academic years many programs were conducted as 

cocurricular activities.  Students were actively participated in every programs 

and teachers and administrative staffs were very much cooperative in the 

programs.  Students where prepared charts and handing on the side of campus 

and conducted exhibition to pass messages for social justice and peaceful 

existence of the world.  Every activities were colourful due to the active 

participation and cordial support of the faculty members.  

 

 

 

 


